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Abstract. In this article we describe the first and most popular Ukrainian business simulation ViAL+. It is an interactive system, modelling main business processes at the real market. The interactive learning environment focuses on the competition between “real” participants in a virtual economy and opportunities for forming economic and managerial competences. We describe main parts of design Business-simulation ViAL+, main branches of using and our result for last 5 years.
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Introduction. Finding a solution for the problems of practical training in the context of basic education, and deepening the knowledge and skills of professionals is becoming more and more urgent in post-industrial information economies. Creating a business simulation close to real economic processes, including market processes, we distinguished two approaches of practical management skills training: on the job training - learning in real work conditions, and learning through business games. In the first option, real risks and the price of making errors may be very high. The second approach offers a safe learning environment for experimenting with various solutions to management problems.

Current advances in information technology enable the development of business simulations close to real situations. Under the auspices of “Vadym Hetman Kyiv National Economic University” and the industrial research-and development centre of The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, a group of young scientists and practitioners developed the business simulation ViAL+, which is a large-scale interactive simulation system. ViAL+ creates a realistic virtual business economy and a lively competition between the participants, while pursuing practical solutions to realistic business problems.

The main goal of the ViAL+ is to create opportunities for acquiring practical skills in dealing with integrated business process management, taking into account the whole chain of production, distribution and sales in a market economy.

The online use of ViAL+ aims at training bachelors and magister in economics. Also business-simulations is main for providing entrepreneurship education at the school! In addition, we use ViAL+ for organizing business-championship for pupils and students (in Ukraine and world), and for training young entrepreneurs, for unemployed persons.

General description and design of ViAL+. Business simulation ViAL+ is a large-scale simulation system that modelling working of production company and competition market. There is created training environment, in which participants can make management decisions in the business simulation ViAL+. The business environment created by the participants. There is the best approximates market simulation software to real business environment. Until the next period of participation in the simulation, each player management decisions can be corrected - it gives the opportunity to try all the options, use and evaluate various business strategies.

There was created departments and business-processes of production, marketing, finance, personal, analytics, accounting in ViAL+. Only real person (participant) make decisions of management of company. We have external resources: finance, equipment, raw material, shops “For trade of products”; own products for modelling consumers and main components other real competitors. Competition is organize only between real participants (Fig. 1). The business environment created by the participants that best approximates market simulation software to real business environment. Computer is only help to organize comfort process and education. Until the next period of participation in the simulation, each player management decisions can be corrected - it gives the opportunity to try all the options, use and evaluate various business strategies.

Cycle of firm in ViAL+ consists of rounds, one for each quarter real activity. Taking decisions regarding production, its advertising and marketing, recruitment and improvement of assets, personnel, etc. The owner of a virtual company determines the direction and performance of the company in each period. Management company in the business simulation through the organization of several of its business units, such as Production Department, Marketing and Sales, Department Personnel, Finance Department, Accounting, Department of operational control.

Like a real business, successful business in ViAL+ provides competition for superiority, or at least profitable market share. In the simulation, you can use tools such marketing exposure:

1. Pricing.
2. An advertising campaign.
3. Formation of range and assortment of products occurs is the results of the decision:
   a. identification number nomenclature groups;
   b. planning product mix in each nomenclature groups by using various additives and fillers and various types of packaging.

4. Development of own sales network involves the construction of their retail space. Impact on the market is the number and capacity of its own stores, as thus defined territorial presence of the company and the level of contact with their customers.

5. Creating a positive image of the company - the tool is formed for a long time (several periods) of staying in the market and fully depends on the assessment by consumers of the company. The main components forming the image of the business simulation ViAL+ are:
   a. the presence of the company in this market segment, which is manifested in particle size segment, which the company acquired in previous periods;
   b. the ability to meet demand - consumers business simulation ViAL+ quite responsive to the absence or insufficiency of supply to the market with active marketing policy, which is manifested in the loss of consumer confidence in these periods.

Maximum functionality and information in business-
simulation make effective decisions of participants. Matching actual conditions of the domestic economy and the laws of the market, the effect of "live" business environment that the participants are doing, ensure efficiency and effectiveness ViAL+ as a business simulator for teaching entrepreneurship.

During the period of participation in business simulation ViAL+ participants goes through several stages (Fig. 1):

1. educational stage during first three periods;
2. adaptation to the simulation environment during 4-7 sessions takes place;
3. formulate by participation an integrated vision of the company as a system, which, simultaneously, consists of interrelated functional units during 8-10 sessions;
4. an understanding of the cause-and-effect relations in economic management of the company in a competitive market environment (15-18 sessions);
5. after the 20th session the participant can consciously implement and correct the earlier formed plan of action, he begins to professionally analyze the results;
6. the reinforcement of acquired competences and practical skills is observed after 25 sessions.

Cycles of decisions have main 4 phases (Fig. 7): planning→production→pricing→selling. There are other optional steps such as buying/selling, modernization equipment, advertising, development of new products, deposit/credit operations, financing, management of personal, analytics.

In order to develop a profitable business, you need a good understanding of the features of the market, which will have to promote their products or services.

Analyzing these data when ordering research services displayed on the tab "market information" participant can create an elaborate strategy to promote their companies in the segment of products.

Once the products are produced, there is a logical question: where to sell it? Among ViAL+ simulation are three ways for trade of products. Delivery of products can be carried out fully or partially in any sales network:
1. Own sales network. Participant build shops, which sells its own product and, if you wish, earning a lease providing this service to competitors. The area and number of outlets identifies the owner himself.
2. Retail service by other companies are available in unlimited quantities diving.
3. Shops competitors. If the construction of its own outlets for some reason impractical may rent space for trade in other members of simulation.

**Evaluation of participants in ViAL+.** According to the results of virtual firms formed their ViAL+ rating. It includes several important criteria: overall score, profit, market share, productivity, profitability, net cash flow ratio and current ratio of the total number and amount of contracts, total assets, product range, efficient use of raw materials and retail space.

This approach allows us not only to identify the company leader, but each participant to reveal its strengths and weaknesses and put tasks for future work on themselves.

The strategic goal of business simulation ViAL+ is to create a dynamic and successful company in the market of dairy products. Comprehensive assessment of each member regarding its decision-making and its partners / competitors formed through the rating system, the overall scoring, which is based on the evaluation of 13 indicators (Fig. 10).

Rating is calculated in three stages:
1. A ranking between companies for each measure separately. The best indicator gets maximum score (equal to the value of the number of companies), and 0 points receives a company party or the lowest index with a value beyond the permissible.
2. Rank score is multiplied by a weight indicator for each company. Weight indicator formed input of particular training, practice or tournament in business simulation ViAL+. But the importance / negligibility member of each indicator is determined independently based on its own analytical thinking, attitudes, purposes.
3. At the end of counting occurs summation of products ranking points from their weights and formation of final assessment in points.

All figures are marked rating 4 content groups:
1) performance status of the company;
2) performance of financial condition;
3) performance marketing and external action;
4) indicators of internal environment.

**Using of business-simulation ViAL+.** Business-simulation ViAL+ was created for education in post-soviet countries. There are many stereotypes for people (such as entrepreneur are criminal), very hard conditions for open and development of business, orientation only by profit, must be very high profitability of company (more 20-30%) and other special features at the post-soviet environment. But at the other side we must formulate and provide European, free market, liberal principals of making business. This task are resolving by ViAL+.

Project of Business-simulation ViAL+ started on 2007. But only at the autumn of 2012 have been first sallied for university. During 2012-2017 on the basis of business simulation ViAL+ following activities are held:
1. All-Ukrainian and International business-tournament for youth, teachers and entrepreneurs “Strategy firm” (organised by Kyiv National Economic University, Company of Intellectual Technology, Ministry of Education and Science, KPMG);
2. local business-tournaments/championships for students and pupils;
3. interactive business practice, trainings and providing to disciplines of high education;
4. licensing for educational organization;
5. based for state project “Development of Business Education in Ukraine” provide by Ministry of Education and Science;
6. training for corporative segment.

Learning efficiency of ViAL+ is providing by such factors:
1. Participation in ViAL+ gives an opportunity to get practical management skills of management of economic processes, in the context of individual functional services of the company, and of the process of companies management in whole.
2. Participant can make all decision in ViAL+ environment, what he/she want. We create entrance conditions — market, modelling consumer, source of resources, pricing parameters and etc, — and also create potential ideal functional production system, which work without human factor (all decision realize, equipment forecast work). But the main purpose of participant — build production and marketing system according to his/her knowledge and skills.
3. Trainer can make different learning situation for students. And participant can show competence in practical conditions in very small time and without risk.
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4. ViAL+ is bridge between real situation and theoretical knowledge.
5. ViAL+ form positive emotion and opportunities for future of youth, which are very important at the epoch of crisis.

Conclusions. The main results of article about business-simulation ViAL+ are:
1. In Ukraine was creating no scenario and complex business-simulation ViAL+, which modeling production company and real competitive environment. The fundament of VAL+ is maximum approaching to real market and situation.
2. We create autonomy real business environment. Because business-simulation ViAL+ can be base for standardization of level economic and manager competences.
3. Business-simulation ViAL+ is modeling production company with 5 departments: production, market and sale, personal, finance, accounting. Admin module is modeling market and consumer behavior, is accessing adjustment of all parameters of ViAL+, registration new market and participants.
4. ViAL+ is adaptive to experimental learning – training, practice for developing management skills. Also ViAL+ will open opportunity to assess of competence level.
5. There were more 8.4 thousands of young and older participants in ViAL+ during 5 years. We create new innovative young